EFFICIENT REPOSE

Greer is a modern and modest, full-function patient recliner built with quality and value in mind. The small-scale design works perfectly for today’s smaller footprint spaces while still providing comfort for all body shapes and sizes.

Also shown:
Modular Casework: Alterna
Greer is built with features focused on human needs within the healing environment. Infinite back positioning, central lock-and-steer casters, pull-out footrest, polyurethane push bars and more are all designed to support the patient and caregiver.

Also shown:
Sleep Sofa, Villa Health Sleep Sofa
FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Independent footrest and back operation
- Infinite back locks in one-degree increments to full sleeping position
- Built-in headrest
- Standard non-marking, individual locking, grey casters for hard and soft surfaces
- Standard non-marking, central locking, dual-wheel, grey casters for hard and soft surfaces
- Arm caps available in finished wood, polyurethane or solid surface
- Optional moisture barrier on back or seat and back
- Optional push bar
- Optional utility bag hook (not available with drop arm)
- Optional bump guard: plastic, protective welt cord
- Optional fold-down tray (not available with drop arm)
- Optional Trendelenburg
- Optional pull-out footrest